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Abstract—The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is one of the widely
adopted networking specification for realizing different appli-
cations of Internet of Things (IoT). It defines several physical
layer options and Medium Access Control (MAC) sub-layer
protocols for low-power devices supporting low-data rates. One
such MAC protocol is the Deterministic and Synchronous Multi-
channel Extension (DSME), which addresses the limitation on
maximum number of Guaranteed Time Slots (GTSs) in 802.15.4-
2011 MAC, and provides channel diversity to increase network
robustness. However, beacon scheduling in peer-to-peer networks
suffers from beacon slot-collisions when two or more coor-
dinators simultaneously compete for the same vacant beacon
slot. In addition, the standard does not explore DSME-GTS
scheduling across multiple channels. This paper addresses the
beacon slot collision problem by proposing a non-conflicting
beacon scheduling mechanism using association order. Further,
a distributed multi-channel DSME-GTS schedule is proposed
that optimally assigns DSME-GTSs across different channels.
The objective is to minimize the number of times-lots used while
maximizing the usage of available channels. Through simulations,
the proposed mechanisms’ performance is analyzed in terms of
energy efficiency, transmission overhead, scheduling efficiency,
throughput, and latency and is shown to out-perform the other
existing schemes.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.15.4, Internet of Things, DSME,
DSME-GTS, beacon scheduling, multi-superframe.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET of Things (IoT) has emerged as one of the
leading enabling technology that connects smart objects

and devices over IP networks [1]–[4]. It has rapidly evolved
over the years, supporting different real-time and industrial
applications spanning home automation [5] to healthcare [6],
smart buildings [7] to intelligent transportation [8], smart
agriculture [9], smart cities [10], smart logistics [11], etc.
Several of these applications require Quality of Service (QoS)
in terms of low and deterministic latency, high throughput,
scalability, and reliability. The IEEE 802.15.4 [12] standard is
one of the widely adopted specifications for realizing different
applications of IoT.
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The IEEE 802.15.4-2011 [13] supports time-critical data
by providing guaranteed bandwidth using its GTS mecha-
nism [14]. However, a maximum of 7 GTS is permitted,
thereby limiting the MAC protocol’s scalability in real-time
applications. The enhancement to this protocol, the IEEE
802.15.4e [15] and the recently ratified IEEE 802.15.4-
2020 [12] (hereby referred to as IEEE 802.15.4) was able
to address this shortcoming by defining MAC modes such
as Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) and DSME [16].
Like the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 MAC, DSME facilitates both
CSMA/CA and GTS to support the best effort and time-
critical communications, respectively. The DSME MAC facil-
itates stringent delay and throughput requirements, including
enhanced scalability and robustness through multi-channel ac-
cess. The MAC mode operates on beacon-enabled mode [12],
where the associated devices synchronize their transmissions
using the beacon frames. These beacons coordinate a DSME
multi-superframe structure that defines a devices’ transmis-
sions and channel access mechanism.

A. Multi-superframe Structure
Devices in a DSME network schedule their transmissions

within a time structure known as multi-superframe. This is an
extension of the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure [13]. The
superframe has a total of sixteen timeslots (equal duration) of
which, the first slot is used for the transmission of beacons.
The next eight slots are used for transmissions using the
CSMA/CA mechanisms. This transmission period is known
as the Contention Access Period (CAP). This is followed by
the Contention Free Period (CFP), wherein DSME-GTSs over
multiple channels are used for transmissions. The length of the
transmission period (consisting of CAP and CFP) is known
as Superframe Duration (SD). The parameter Beacon Interval
(BI) is defined as the time interval between two consecutive
beacons. The BI consists of multi-superframes, and each of
them contains multiple superframes. A new parameter de-
fines a multi-superframe termed multi-superframeOrder (MO).
MD is the multi-superframe duration, signifying the length
of all the individual superframes in the multi-superframe.
Two other superframe parameters macBeaconOrder (BO) and
macSuperframeOrder (SO) together defines the structure of
the multi-superframe, as shown in Fig. 1. These parameters
are related to each other by: 0 ≤ SO ≤ MO ≤ BO ≤ 14.
The parameter values for BI, SD, and MD is derived by the
following expressions,

BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2BO (1)
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Fig. 1. DSME multi-superframe structure.

SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2SO , (2)

MD = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2MO , (3)

where aBaseSuperframeDuration is defined as the number
of symbols constituting a superframe when the SO is set
to zero. There are 2BO - SO superframes and 2BO - MO multi-
superframes in the BI. The PAN coordinator sets the BO,
SO, and MO parameter values during network initialization
and is broadcast to associated devices through the Enhanced
Beacons (EB) [12]. The EB is responsible for maintaining
the synchronization in the network. From Fig. 1, it can be
observed that a device transmits beacon during the Beacon Tx
slots and a device receives beacons from another coordinator
during a Beacon Rx slot. In Fig.1, initially Device 1 transmits
beacon (Tx slot) and Device 2 receives the beacon from
Device 1 in the Rx slot at the same time instant. At a later
time instant, Device 2 transmits beacon in its Beacon Tx slot,
and Device 1 receives the transmitted beacon in its Beacon
Rx slot.

B. DSME MAC

Applications like industrial/factory automation and process
control, health monitoring, and several commercial automation
(home and smart building) can be sensitive to data loss
or require stringent time constraints. In addition, all these
applications demand high scalability and robustness. DSME
addresses the needs for the applications with this kind of
stringent QoS requirements. This is facilitated through channel
hopping and channel adaptation techniques. It provides multi-
channel access for all transmissions in the CFP period. Multi-
channel access can be improvised through the CAP reduction
technique [12]. When CAP reduction is applied, all CAPs
except the one in the first superframe of the multi-superframe
are substituted with DSME-GTSs [12]. DSME overcomes the
issues related to interference from other wireless networks
through proper coordination between the devices for channel
usage. DSME MAC employs the channel hopping mechanism
wherein the hopping sequence is pre-determined, and the
same hopping pattern is repeated till the end of the data
transmission. On the other hand, channel adaptation in DSME
allows devices to hop over the channels based on the identified
link quality.

In DSME beacon scheduling, each prospective coordinator
initially performs a scan procedure over the available channels
to receive the EBs from the neighboring coordinators. Each
coordinator maintains a SD index table that contains SD
information of the neighboring coordinators. Additionally, the
SD index data is represented as a bitmap, included in a
macSDBitmap field of the beacon frame. When a coordinator
wants to select an empty beacon slot, it inspects the SD index
from the received beacons. It selects a vacant slot, represented
by ”0” in the received macSDBitmap. The coordinator then
sets the corresponding bit to ”1” and broadcasts a DSME bea-
con allocation notification command frame to its neighbors.
Upon receiving this frame, the neighboring coordinators verify
whether any other neighboring coordinators are already using
the selected SD index. If the slot is available for use, the
neighboring coordinators update their individual SD index ta-
ble accordingly. However, a collision might occur when two or
more coordinators simultaneously attempt to choose the same
empty slot. To address this problem, DSME uses an additional
frame, a DSME beacon-collision notification command. The
neighboring coordinators notify the prospective coordinators
of the collision in slot selection. The beacon slot selection
procedure is repeated in the next beacon cycle of the parent
coordinator. Eventually, this procedure can avoid overlapping
allocation of SD indexes among neighboring nodes. But, the
major challenge herein is the amount of overhead incurred in
carrying out the collision notification and repeated beacon slot
allocation processes that impact the network lifetime.

C. Motivation

The presence of multiple beacon transmitting coordinators
in p2p networks necessitates a mechanism to assign beacon
slots in a non-overlapping fashion. A newly associated co-
ordinator (or a device taking up the role of a coordinator)
randomly selects an empty beacon slot from the received
beacon bitmap (through the EB frames) from their neighboring
devices [12] and advertises the selected slot. If the selected slot
is also simultaneously chosen by another coordinator, it results
in the beacon slot collision problem. Beacon collisions result
in loss of synchronization between neighboring coordinators,
leading to loss of data and incurring overhead in terms of
transmission of control frames necessary for the association
process. Additionally, this leads to an increase in energy
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dissipation by all the devices in the network. The standard
defined mechanism of collision notification and re-selection
of beacon selection is a energy-draining process and is not
a fast network formation mechanism. Therefore, there is a
necessity for a beacon slot selection scheme that allots non-
overlapping beacon transmission slots to the coordinators and
eliminates any slot selection conflict; thereby, addressing the
overhead associated with such collisions.

Further, DSME-GTS scheduling is not discussed in the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Optimally scheduling DSME-GTS
slots across different channels is necessary to meet various
QoS requirements. Such a QoS-efficient schedule should use
the available resources stringently and fully utilize the multi-
channel capabilities of DSME. In addition, the scheduling
mechanism needs to have minimal overhead to the network.
Prior works [17]–[19] in GTS scheduling are limited to a
single channel for the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 MAC. Recent
works [20]–[23] in DSME-GTS scheduling incurs high over-
head by using routing layer information or simply assigning
GTS in a vacant slot without considering resource utilization.

D. Contribution and Organization

This paper presents a distributed non-conflicting beacon
scheduling mechanism that emphasizes eliminating beacon
slot collision with no extra overhead to the network. We also
propose a DSME-GTS scheduling mechanism that assigns
DSME-GTSs across different channels. The proposed scheme
minimizes the number of timeslots used while maximizing
the usage of available channels, resulting in a QoS efficient
schedule. The main contributions of the paper are summarized
as follows:

• A Distributed Beacon Slot Selection (DBSS) scheme for
IEEE 802.15.4 DSME based networks is proposed. We
further analyse the schedulability of the proposed scheme
and present low-overhead re-synchronization techniques
to address the problem of loss in synchronization.

• We further present a DSME-GTS Scheduling (DGS)
scheme that makes optimal usage of the available times-
lots and fully utilizes the multi-channel capabilities of
DSME.

• The performance analysis of the proposed DBSS and
DGS mechanisms in terms of energy consumption, trans-
mission overhead, throughput and latency is presented.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related works carried in DSME beacon and GTS
scheduling. The network model is described in Section III.
Section IV and Section V presents the proposed beacon slot
selection and the DSME-GTS scheduling mechanisms, respec-
tively. The simulation results are presented in Section VI.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

The current specification of the standard was revised in
2015 and 2020, primarily focusing on throughput and la-
tency [24]. In other words, it extends the functioning of IEEE
802.15.4-2011 to suit applications with stringent QoS require-
ments. The newly defined MAC modes like DSME guarantees

stringent latency and throughput requirements including robust
communication through multi-channel frequency hopping. In
the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 MAC-based p2p networks, the bea-
con scheduling problem [25]–[28] have been well addressed.
Due to the limitation of a single shared channel for trans-
missions, both the beacon and data transmission needs to be
scheduled in a non-overlapping manner for coordinators (at
least for 2-hop neighbors). The transmissions (active period
of a coordinator, i.e., SD) are scheduled in the inactive period
of its neighbors to minimize collisions. In contrast, the current
specification of IEEE 802.15.4 allows multi-channel commu-
nication in the CFP (only) using the DSME-GTS mechanism.
However, beacon transmissions (single channel in CAP) need
to be scheduled so that no other adjacent coordinators are
transmitting their beacons at the same instant of time (same
timeslot). The absence of an optional sleep period (inactive
period) for coordinators necessitates transmissions in the CAP
period for all coordinators to occur simultaneously using the
CSMA/CA mechanism. The multi-channel feature in the CFP
presents the scope of effectively scheduling the DSME-GTS
across the available channels.

Works like [16], [21], [29]–[35] have been carried out
focusing on several aspects of the DSME MAC behavior and
performance, but the problem of scheduling (both beacon and
GTS) in DSME MAC has not been sufficiently explored.
Hwang et al. [29] explored the problem of beacon slot
selection and discussed several shortcomings in the DSME
beacon slot selection technique that resulted in its performance
degradation. The authors compared the DSME procedure with
other selection methods like the Least Available Bit (LAB),
Most Available Bit (MAB), and random schemes, but all
these methods resulted in an excessive collision among the
notification frames. In view of this, the authors defined a
new DSME beacon scheduling that was based on limited
permission procedure [29]. However, it addresses only the
problem of collisions among the notification frames and
not selecting the same beacon slot. Moreover, the proposed
scheme restructures the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure
to achieve collision reduction. In [34], the authors proposed a
decentralized and low-complexity mechanism, termed Decen-
tralized Beacon Scheduling Algorithm (DBSA), which was
based on learning techniques. However, the network is still
observed to suffer from beacon collisions prior to reaching a
collision-free operation phase. In addition, the scheme relies
on a feedback mechanism for several cycles incurring network
overhead and considerable time prior to non-overlapping slot
selection.

Symphony [20] is a routing aware algorithm that pro-
vides a schedule based on the routing information retrieved
from the RPL [32] algorithm. The optimal assignment of
timeslots and frequencies, which is done by Symphony is
considered to be an NP-Hard problem. In [36], the authors
build a centralized scheduling algorithm, termed as Maximum
Dedicated Timeslot (MDT), aims for on-time delivery of
data in WSNs prone to link failures. Several dummy GTSs
slots were allocated to occupy the transmissions in case of a
transmission failure. However, this approach can impact the
overall delay of the network. The authors used a control layer
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Fig. 2. Cluster-tree topology.

that schedules the timeslots and channel frequency during the
CFP period. A Distributed Scheduling Algorithm (DSA) was
proposed in [21] for cluster-tree network topologies, wherein
the individual coordinators compute their transmission slots
in the respective cluster. The devices within the cluster peri-
odically exchanges control frames to gain knowledge about
the queue length of the neighboring devices and the assigned
transmission slots. It supports mobility and a neighboring
stationary device is responsible for sharing the aforementioned
information to the other devices in the cluster. Devices with
higher number of data frames advertises a longer queue length
and will have the right to steal some timeslots. In [23],
the authors proposed a shared-DSME scheme in order to
schedule GTSs as well as to enhance DSME-MAC scalability.
In addition, the authors in [22] used linear programming to
develop several scheduling mechanisms with an objective to
reduce latency and energy. However, complex computations
are challenging in the resource constrained IoT devices.

The aforementioned scheduling schemes incur high trans-
mission overhead due to the maintenance of routing infor-
mation [20], control frames [21], [36]. In addition, high
computation overhead is observed in [20], [22]. In view
of this, a light-weight distributed beacon and DSME-GTS
scheduling mechanisms are proposed that optimizes the usage
of the available resources.

III. NETWORK MODEL

In this section, we present the network model that consists
of coordinators and end-devices, associated in the form of
a cluster-tree topology (as shown in Fig. 2). The topology
is initiated by a coordinator known as the PAN coordinator
(PANC), which acts as the root of the network. Coordina-
tors allow other devices to associate with themselves (to
scale up the network) by broadcasting periodic beacons and
maintaining synchronization with their associated devices. On
the other hand, end-devices associate with a coordinator and
are not allowed to transmit beacons. Hence, they act as the
leaf devices of the cluster-tree. The data sensed by these
end-devices are directly transmitted to the associated parent
coordinator. A cluster is formed by a group of coordinators

Algorithm 1: DBSS: Distributed Beacon Slot Selec-
tion

1 From received EB frames, retrieve the beacon bitmap
and the AO for all the 2-hop neighbors ;

2 Compute β ;
if (β > 0) then

3 skip β vacant slots from the first empty slot in the
bitmap;

4 Choose the next vacant slot for transmission ;
else

5 Choose the next vacant slot for transmission ;
end

and end-devices. In each of the clusters, a cluster-head (CH) is
chosen among the available coordinators for data aggregation
and transmission. The PANC also acts as the CH in the first
cluster.

A. Association Order

The association order (AO) of each coordinator is an integer
value that represents the order in which the devices associate
themselves to a parent coordinator. The AO is determined by
a parent coordinator based on the time instant at which a child
device associates, with coordinators associating first having a
lower AO. For example, in a cluster-tree topology, the AO of
the grandparent is 0, followed by the parent as 1 and {2, 3 or
4} for the peers (siblings), ordered based on their association
time. The primary objective of AO is to facilitate coordinators
in choosing beacon slots and channels avoiding conflict among
the sibling coordinators.

The AO parameter uses the requisite bits within 0x03-0x7f
reserved bits available in the association status field of the
association response command in the MAC command frame,
defined in the standard. This parameter is stored against the
short address of the associated coordinator in its neighbor
list (defined in the standard). The neighbor list is periodi-
cally updated through the received beacon frames from the
neighboring coordinators. Each coordinator with its neighbor
list is aware of the AO values of all its neighbors. The AO
value of a coordinator can uniquely determine the hierarchy
of association between coordinators. In this paper, it is used to
avoid conflicts between coordinators in choosing beacon slots
and transmission channels for DSME-GTS scheduling. In the
proposed mechanisms, each coordinator keeps an account of
the AO values of its 2-hop neighbors while performing the
necessary computations (in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2).

IV. PROPOSED DSME BEACON SLOT SELECTION SCHEME

A Distributed Beacon Slot Selection (DBSS) mechanism is
proposed based on the AO of the coordinators. A newly associ-
ated coordinator or a device that has taken up the coordinator’s
role retrieves the beacon bitmap (through the received EB
frames) from their neighboring devices. The beacon schedule
information is expressed in a bitmap sequence representing
the schedule of EB frames transmitted from all neighboring
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TABLE I
AO CONFIGURATION.

Coordinator AO
A 0
B 1
C 2
D 3
E 4
F 5

devices. The corresponding bit in the bitmap shall be set to one
if a beacon is occupied in that beacon slot. It chooses an empty
beacon slot according to its AO within its 2-hop neighborhood.
That is, rather than randomly selecting an empty slot (that
may result in slot conflicts), beacon slots are chosen based
on the AO of the coordinator. Therefore, no two or more
coordinators simultaneously select the same vacant slot. Once
the new coordinator selects a vacant slot, it uses the slot as
its own beacon slot.

Algorithm 1 is executed by any coordinator to evaluate its
beacon transmission slot. The coordinator chooses an empty
beacon slot, skipping unselected/vacant slots for coordinators
with lower AOs than itself if any. Note that β is applicable
only in scenarios wherein a coordinator is yet to choose
an empty beacon slot and another coordinator (with higher
AO) tries to select one such slot. This is done to have
an uniformity in beacon slot selection with respect to the
association order of the coordinators. The number of such
empty slots skipped by the coordinator is given by β, which
is defined as the number of other coordinators (having lower
AO) with no slot in the beacon bitmap. A coordinator through
its neighbor table (defined in the standard) is aware of the
number of coordinators having lower AO and the number of
the coordinators occupying beacon slots in the received beacon
bitmap. The difference in the number of such coordinators is
the β value.

A. Illustrative Example

We consider an illustrative example to understand the
working of the proposed DBSS scheme as shown in Fig. 3.
Let coordinators A, B, C, D, E, and F be 2-hop neighbors.
Coordinators E and F try to select a vacant beacon transmis-
sion slot simultaneously. The rest of the coordinators transmit
beacons as per the schedule, as shown in Fig. 4a. The DBSS
mechanism ensures that E and F choose different vacant slots
by following the neighboring coordinators’ AO, i.e., F selects
a vacant slot after reserving a slot for E. This is shown in
Fig. 4b. The final beacon bitmap schedule is shown in Fig. 4c.

B. Schedulability

Schedulability refers to the number of coordinators that can
have non-overlapping beacon transmissions within a single
BI. A higher schedulability signifies that a given beacon
scheduling scheme schedules many coordinators without any
transmission overlap. In general, distributed schemes would
have higher schedulability compared to centralized schemes.
This is because distributed schemes simultaneously schedule

Fig. 3. Illustrative example

Fig. 4. DBSS: Beacon transmission schedule.

the beacon frames of different coordinators at least 2-hop
away. Therefore, the beacon scheduling schemes limit the
scheduling to every node’s 2-hop neighbors. This leads to
a higher number of coordinators’ beacons being scheduled
in a non-overlapping manner outside their collision domain,
thereby increasing the network’s overall beacon schedulability.

The proposed DBSS mechanism schedules the beacon
frame transmissions based on the AO of the coordinators
within a 2-hop neighborhood. Whereas, DBSA [34] scheme
is centralized in nature, thereby having a limitation on the
schedulability. Although the E-DSME [29] scheme is dis-
tributed in nature, the probability of beacon collisions dur-
ing the simultaneous request for slot allocation reduces the
scheme’s schedulability. On the other hand, the proposed
scheme, through the use of AO, nullifies beacon collisions
within the 2-hop neighborhood.

C. Addressing Re-synchronization Issues

The coordinators in a network can lose synchronization
when the devices may simply need to recompute their syn-
chronized schedules due to changes in the network topology.
In dynamic network topology, topology changes may arise
from various factors that include new devices taking up a
coordinator’s role or due to malfunctioning of the existing
coordinator. Each time such a topology change occurred,
the need for re-synchronization is observed. This results in
attempts to re-synchronize the network, typically with the
same beacon scheduling mechanism that was employed during
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network setup. The energy overhead associated with the bea-
con scheduling mechanism is added up each time the network
encounters a loss in synchronization.

The DBSS scheme does not require the coordinators to
recompute their beacon transmission schedule. If the syn-
chronization loss is due to some network issues and the
topology remains intact, the coordinators can continue with
their original beacon schedule. However, if synchronization
was lost due to changes in network topology, the coordinators
require to adjust their beacon transmission slot as per their AO.
If a new coordinator joins the network or a device newly takes
up a coordinator’s role, it receives the highest AO in its 2-
hop neighborhood. Thus, it schedules its beacon transmission
slot only after other coordinators. Therefore, the rest of the
coordinators’ synchronization in the network is not affected
by a new coordinator joining a network.

On the other hand, when a coordinator parts away from
the network topology, maybe due to device malfunction or
complete power drainage, synchronization is affected. The
dissociation of a node is typically detected by its associated
coordinators if they fail to receive periodic beacons from
the dissociated node. Depending upon the dissociated coor-
dinator’s hierarchy (relative to a coordinator), the rest of the
coordinator adapts accordingly, i.e., the employed mechanism
varies.

1) If the dissociated coordinator is hierarchically a grand-
parent, then all the coordinators under its sub-tree need
to adjust their beacon slots in the bitmap. The coordi-
nators shift left by one slot in the new beacon bitmap
to maintain synchronization and avoid vacant slots.

2) If the dissociated coordinator is hierarchically a parent
coordinator, then all its child coordinators shift left by
one slot in the new beacon bitmap. The grand-parent
(parent of the dissociated coordinator) continues with
its original transmission slot.

3) If the dissociated coordinator is a child (sibling) coor-
dinator, it results in all the other siblings (if any) with
higher AO left shifting their transmission slots by one.
Rest all the coordinators continue transmitting on their
original beacon bitmap slots.

4) Finally, if a leaf coordinator dissociates, none of the
coordinators need to adjust their transmission slots. This
is because the dissociated coordinator had the highest
AO and its slot was at the rightmost in the beacon
bitmap.

Since the proposed re-synchronization mechanism is a
distributed scheme, each of the affected coordinators (coor-
dinators that needs to change beacon slots) shifts left by one
slot according to the beacon bitmap. Thus, the proposed re-
synchronization technique enables the overall network to reach
a stable state after the dissociation of a node.

V. PROPOSED DSME-GTS SCHEDULING SCHEME

The DSME-GTSs can be scheduled across multiple avail-
able channels. This paper proposes a DSME-GTS schedul-
ing mechanism where the devices are optimally assigned
DSME-GTS slots based on their AO. Specifically, channel

assignments among the coordinators in a 2-hop neighborhood
are based on their AO. The DGS scheme is built upon the
following premises.

i No two 2-hop neighbors are assigned the same channel.
ii A parent coordinator (assuming single transceiver) can

receive data from only one child at a time.
iii A channel can be assigned to every child device for

parent-child communication.
iv Different channels can be assigned for different pairs of

parent-child devices.
v Transmissions arising from a coordinator and towards

that coordinator should be placed in different or adjacent
slots.

The DGS scheme can be divided into two steps, namely,
the channel assignment step followed by the identification of
the blacklisted timeslot.

A. Channel Assignment

In the channel assignment step, the AO of the coordinators
are used to assign a particular channel to each of the coordina-
tors. This channel is used by the immediate child devices for
DSME-GTS transmissions. Let N2-hop be the total number of
coordinators in a 2-hop neighborhood, and nchan be the total
number of available channels. Therefore, channel assignment
for each coordinator, i, is expressed as,

F (i) = AOi (mod nchan) (4)

The function F (i) gives us a subset of coordinators for each
of the available channels.

B. Blacklisted Timeslot

Once a timeslot is assigned to a coordinator for trans-
mission, the same timeslot (across all the channels) cannot
be further used for any communication by that coordinator.
We define such timeslots as blacklisted for the particular
coordinator. Note that the blacklisted timeslot is relevant only
to the pair of coordinators involved in communication. The
blacklisted timeslot is however, available to other coordinators
and end-devices for DSME-GTS transmissions.

C. DGS Algorithm

Algorithm 2 presents the proposed DGS mechanism that
is executed at each coordinator in the network. Initially, a
coordinator determines a channel for DSME-GTS allocations
for its child devices as per Eq. (4). This channel will be
used by its associated devices to transmit data frames using
DSME-GTS. The assigned channel is communicated to all
its neighboring devices through the EB frames. A coordinator
tries to allocate a single DSME-GTS to all its associated child
devices. This is achieved by allocating timeslots sequentially
(sorted according to AO) in the selected channel. Note that the
CFP contains at most 7 timeslots per channel; therefore, only 7
DSME-GTS can be scheduled by each coordinator. However,
in a 2-hop neighborhood, if the number of coordinators is
higher than the number of available channels, Eq. (4) will
assign the same channel for different coordinators. In such
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Algorithm 2: DGS: DSME-GTS Scheduling

1 chani = 0;
2 Compute F = AOi%nchan ;
3 while (chani ≤ nchan) do
4 if (chani == F ) then
5 for each di ∈ ni child do
6 while (DSME-GTS is scheduled) do
7 if (timeslot ≤ 7) then
8 if (timeslot 6= black listedi) then
9 Find the first empty timeslot.

10 Allocate timeslot for
DSME-GTS transmissions.

end
else

11 timeslot ++ ;
end

end
else

12 F ++ ;
end

end
end

end
13 chani++ ;

end

a case, DSME-GTSs will be scheduled in the remaining
timeslots of the assigned channel. Suppose timeslots are
not available or insufficient for scheduling (in the selected
channel) all its associated devices. In that case, the remaining
allocations can be made in the adjacent channel following the
same procedure. All DSME-GTS scheduling must consider
the blacklisted timeslots prior to allocations. Whenever a
blacklisted timeslot is encountered for a particular device, it
is skipped, and the next timeslot is selected. This procedure is
repeated until the schedule is complete for all child devices for
the coordinator. For the coordinators with coinciding channels,
the coordinator with higher AO schedules transmissions of
its child devices only after considering the schedules of the
coordinator with lower AO. This is achieved by collecting the
total number of child devices of such coordinators (coinciding
channels) with lower AO.

It may be observed that coordinators with low AO may oc-
cupy more timeslots than others as AO sorts the schedule. This
can be justified because higher transmissions are expected in
coordinators with low AO in a cluster-tree network topology.

D. Illustrative Example

We consider a cluster-tree topology with coordinators
A,B,C,D,E,F, and end-devices 1, 2, . . . , 14, 15, as shown
in Fig. 3. Let the total number of available channels for
operation be 5:{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The assigned channels for the
coordinators are {A:0, B:1, C:2, D:3, E:4, F:0}. Coordinator
A schedules DSME-GTS to its child devices (B, C, D, 1, 2)
starting from the channel-0, timeslot-1 as shown in Fig. 5
Next, coordinator B schedules GTS to its associated devices

Fig. 5. Illustrative example: DGS schedule.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Values
Beacon order 8
Superframe order 2
Multisuperframe order 2
Number of channels 12
Frame Length 75 Bytes
Number of nodes 50
Data rate 250 kbps

in channel 1. However, the first timeslot (T1) is a blacklisted
channel as it is allotted by A in channel 0. Therefore, T1 is
skipped, and coordinator B starts scheduling from T2 onwards.
Similarly, coordinators, C, D, and E schedules DSME-GTS
for its associated devices. Finally, coordinator F, which was
assigned channel 0, schedules its end devices (12, 13, 14, 15)
at T6, T7 in channel 0, followed by T4 and T5 in channel
1. Coordinator F is aware of the channels assigned for A and
B as every coordinator communicates its channel number to
all its 2-hop neighbors through the beacon frames. Hence, F
selects empty slots after considering the slots occupied by the
child devices of coordinators A and B.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The Network Simulator OMNeT++ [37] is used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed schemes. OpenDSME [38],
is used to implement the IEEE 802.15.4 DSME MAC mode
in OMNeT++. The parameters that are used in the exper-
iments are listed in Table II. We considered a cluster-tree
comprising of seven clusters (Fig.2) covering a radius of
1000m × 1000m. The 2.4GHz frequency band is selected
as it provides the maximum data rate of 250kbps [13]. The
simulation duration is fixed at 3000 seconds duration. For
any given combination of simulation parameters, we ran 30
different simulations and finally averaged over all the 30
different results. The performance metrics considered are:
1) transmission overhead, 2) successful allocation, 3) energy
consumption, 4) channel utilization, 5) scheduling efficiency,
6) latency, and 7) MAC goodput. We compare the proposed
DBSS mechanism with IEEE 802.15.4 DSME scheme, E-
DSME scheme [29], and DBSA [34]. The proposed DGS
scheme is compared with schemes like Symphony [20], MDT
scheduling [36], and DSA [21].

A. Transmission Overhead

Beacon slot selection and DSME-GTS scheduling mech-
anisms are necessary to effectively assign beacon slots and
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Fig. 6. (a) Transmission count for beacon slot scheduling schemes, (b) transmission count for DSME-GTS scheduling schemes, (c) successful beacon slot
allocation, and (d) energy consumption of various beacon slot scheduling schemes.

DSME-GTS slots across the channels, respectively. However,
the goal is to achieve this with minimal overhead to the net-
work. Firstly, we compare the transmission count of different
beacon slot selection schemes (as shown in Fig. 6(a)), and
later, the number of transmissions required for the DSME-
GTS scheduling schemes (shown in Fig. 6(b)). From Fig. 6(a),
it can be observed that DBSS has the lowest transmission
overhead arising from the transmission of control frames in
achieving non-overlapping beacon transmission slots for all
the coordinators in the network. This is because the DBSS
mechanism relies upon the AO to avoid any conflict in empty
beacon slot selection. Therefore, unnecessary beacon slot
conflicts and transmission of control frames arising from such
slot conflicts are averted. On the other hand, the standard
defined DSME MAC suffers from beacon slot conflicts which
are then resolved through transmissions of conflict notification
frames resulting in higher transmission overhead. Similarly,
beacon slot scheduling schemes like E-DSME and DBSA also
suffer from the higher transmission and network overhead.
These schemes are involved in frequent message exchanges
to address the beacon slot conflicts. These schemes repeat
the process of slot selection with either a limited number of
coordinators or learning techniques that involve considerable
transmission overhead.

Fig. 6(b) shows that on scaling up the network, Sym-
phony, DSA, and MDT scheduling schemes suffer from high
transmission overhead. Herein, all the coordinators exchange
control frames for maintaining knowledge about their queue
length, the slots assigned and routing information. In Sym-
phony, routing information is collected through the use of RPL
in the higher layer, which also contributes to the transmission
overhead. In contrast, the proposed DGS mechanism relies
upon the AO to select a channel, and the assigned channel is
communicated to all its neighboring devices through the EB
frames. A transmission overhead is incurred in collecting the
number of child devices of coordinators (lower AO only) with
coinciding channels. However, such cases’ probability is very
low as the total number of available channels (27 channels in
total) is generally higher than the number of coordinators in
a 2-hop neighborhood, except for dense network topologies.

B. Successful Allocation

The main objective of any beacon slot selection mechanism
is to successfully allot non-overlapping slots for beacon trans-
mission, i.e., no transmission conflicts with other coordinators.
In Fig. 6(c), we show the percentage of successful beacon slot
allocation (in the first attempt) for coordinators without any
slot conflict and collisions. The proposed DBSS mechanism
always successfully allocates beacon transmission slots to all
the coordinators. This is possible with the assistance of AO
that guarantees that no two coordinators compete for the same
transmission slot. On the other hand, DSME MAC, E-DSME,
and DBSA schemes focus on the process of re-computing
a beacon transmission slot following a beacon slot conflict
notification. Hence, such schemes initially suffer from slot
conflicts which may or may not be addressed in the next
attempt to allocate a transmission slot. The percentage of
unsuccessful slot allocations is the same for all the aforesaid
schemes (except the proposed scheme) as two or more coor-
dinators simultaneously competing to select a slot invariably
selects the same vacant slot resulting in slot conflicts. The
respective schemes then propose measures to address the
issue. The slot selection mechanism is repeated several times
until non-conflict slots are allotted. Operating these schemes
additionally increases the transmission and network overhead.

C. Energy Consumption

Scheduling schemes can significantly reduce energy-savings
by facilitating collision-free beacon slot selection and trans-
missions. This contributes to improving the network lifetime,
which is one of the primary design goals for DSME MAC.
But, these schemes in themselves should not incur high
overhead in the network in terms of energy consumption [39].
As the transmission count is directly proportional to the energy
consumption, it can observed that both the proposed pro-
posed DBSS and DGS mechanisms consume the least energy
compared with their respective scheduling schemes. Fig. 6(d)
shows that the DBSS scheme achieves 8% energy savings
compared to the other related schemes. This can be attributed
to fewer transmissions of control messages as discussed in
the subsection VI-A. Further, schemes like E-DSME and
DBSA spend excess energy on transmissions arising from
slot conflicts. Additional energy consumption is observed from
beacon collisions and thereby loss in synchronization.
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Fig. 7. (a) Energy consumption of various DSME-GTS scheduling schemes, (b) comparison of scheduling efficiency, (c) latency comparison of various
scheduling schemes, and (d) throughput comparison of various scheduling schemes.

From Fig. 7(a) it can be observed that the DGS scheme
achieves 3-7% energy savings compared to Symphony, DSA,
and MDT scheduling schemes. To schedule the DSME-
GTSs, Symphony acquires the routing information (using
RPL) that results in significant energy consumption. Schemes
like DSA and MDT suffer from higher energy consumption
than the proposed mechanism as these schemes incur high
transmissions in maintaining the knowledge about the slots
assignments of other coordinators and routing information.
In contrast, the proposed scheme achieves higher energy
savings through fewer transmissions among the coordinators
to build a DSME-GTS schedule. Coordinators independently
choose a channel according to their AO, and this information
is broadcast through the beacon frames. Energy dissipation
through transmissions is observed during the collection of
child devices with coinciding channels.

D. Scheduling Efficiency

We define scheduling efficiency as the optimal usage of
available resources, i.e., minimal timeslots and maximum
channels, with respect to the allocation of DMSE-GTS slots.
This helps us achieve a reduction in channel wastage, and the
overall network throughput and scalability can be significantly
increased as well as simultaneously minimize latency [20].
The transmission overhead associated with the scheduler is
also accounted for as given in Eq. (5) below:

Scheduling efficiency, η =
GTS allotted× Channels used

Timeslots used× Overhead
,

(5)
where overhead refers to the transmission overhead incurred
by a scheduling scheme. The number of DSME-GTS allotted
by a scheduling scheme is one of the primary parameters
to infer scheduling performance. However, optimal usage of
timeslots and available channels significantly contributes to
the scheduling efficiency. It is desired that the scheduling
scheme should maximize the use of available channels, i.e.,
distribute the DSME-GTS slots allotments over different chan-
nels considering non-overlapping transmissions among the
neighboring devices. Also, the scheduling scheme should aim
to optimize the use of timeslots while allotting DSME-GTSs.

Table III shows the details of channels and timeslots used
by each of the considered scheduling schemes along with the

TABLE III
SCHEDULING DETAILS OF DIFFERENT SCHEDULING SCHEMES FOR A

NETWORK WITH 20 DEVICES.

Scheduling Scheme DSME-
GTS

Timeslots Channels

Symphony 84 15 7
MDT 79 19 7
DSA 89 14 7
DGS 89 12 7

number of DSME-GTS slots allotted for 20 devices in the
network topology. Fig. 7(b), shows the comparison of the
scheduling efficiency of DGS, Symphony, MDT, and DSA
schemes with varying network size. The proposed scheme
successfully distributes the available channels among the co-
ordinators and their child devices with respect to their AO pa-
rameter, irrespective of the network’s size. The MDT scheme
focuses on scheduling DSME-GTS slots as substitute links
for transmission failure. Therefore, the scheduling efficiency
is lower than the other schemes. Also, the other schemes like
Symphony and DSA suffer from network overhead on scaling
up the network size. This is due to the higher number of
control frames exchanged among the coordinators to maintain
the knowledge of the slot assignments, routing (RPL), and
queue length of the devices. It is interesting to note that DSA
allows coordinators to utilize (steal) DSME-GTS slots allotted
to other devices if the former has a higher queue length. This
allows the network to build an traffic-aware schedule over a
period of time. Therefore, with an increase in network size,
the scheduling efficiency of DSA improves over Symphony.

E. Latency and MAC goodput

Latency and throughput are one of the essential perfor-
mance metrics of scheduling schemes as it gives a measure of
the time consumed in transmission, and successfully transmit-
ted bits. Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d), depicts the latency and total
MAC goodput for all the DSME-GTS scheduling schemes, re-
spectively. Latency can be minimized if several transmissions
can be scheduled in the same timeslot but with different chan-
nels. That is, optimizing the channel allocations or utilizing
the full potential of the available channels. Latency is further
minimized through synchronization among the coordinators as
this avoids unnecessary collisions during data transmissions.
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Hence, we combine the proposed DBSS and DGS mechanisms
to get maximum benefits in QoS performance. On the other
hand, we implemented the standard defined DSME beacon
slot selection mechanism for Symphony, DSA, and MDT
scheduling mechanism. Additionally, we considered a scenario
with DGS and the basic beacon slot selection mechanism.
Symphony and DSA have higher latency than the proposed
scheme as the former schemes’ scheduling efficiency are
lower, resulting in sub-optimal channel usage. Further, these
schemes suffer from beacon slot collisions resulting in a loss
in synchronization, thereby degrading the QoS performance
of the network in terms of latency and throughput.

Throughput is an important parameter to measure the
performance of the proposed scheduling mechanism. It can
be seen from Fig.7(d), that the throughput of the network
improves when both the proposed mechanisms are used to-
gether. Higher throughput is observed for the proposed mech-
anisms as the schemes complement each other to provide an
efficient DSME-GTS schedule and collision-free beacon and
data transmissions (in the CAP). Symphony, MDT, and DSA
suffer from possible collisions at the beginning of network
formation or during network topology changes, resulting in
lower throughput. On the other hand, MDT allocates extra
available slots for links encountering failures due to interfer-
ence or network error. This helps to maintain a steady network
throughput.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper addresses the problem of slot conflict during
beacon slot selection in DSME based cluster-tree networks.
The proposed DBSS mechanism facilitates a coordinator to
chose a non-conflict vacant slot for beacon transmission by
using its AO. It relies on the beacon bitmap received from its
2-hop neighboring devices’ EB frames to select the transmis-
sion slot. The proposed scheme does not add extra overhead
to the network in terms of control frames. In addition to
the above, we also propose a DSME-GTS scheduling scheme
that assigns GTSs over different channels considering several
factors like optimal resource utilization (minimum timeslots
and maximum channels) and interference from neighboring
devices. The channel assignments for the coordinators are
based on their AO. The proposed mechanism minimizes
channel switching overhead by assigning channels for every
coordinator. Most importantly, the scheduling efficiency of the
proposed DGS mechanism is higher compared to other related
schemes.

As part of the future work, we will expand our ex-
periments to a testbed consisting of a cluster-tree network
topology and implement the proposed scheduling mecha-
nisms. The hardware, known as M3OpenNode, that consists
of an Atmel AT86RF231 radio chip and an ARM Cortex
M3 STM32F103REY will be used. The Contiki OS with
6LoWPAN stack will be used by replacing the existing
CSMA/CA MAC with the openDSME implementation. We
further aim to consider delay constraints and flow deadlines
while developing schedules for applications with strict latency
requirements.
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